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Abstract
Ontologies are a tool for Knowledge Representation that is now widely used, but the effort employed to build an ontology is still high.
There are a few automatic and semi-automatic methods for extending ontologies with domain-specific information, but they use different
training and test data, and different evaluation metrics. The work described in this paper is an attempt to build a benchmark corpus that
can be used for comparing these systems. We provide standard evaluation metrics as well as two different annotated corpora: one in
which every unknown word has been labelled with the places where it should be added onto the ontology, and other in which only the
high-frequency unknown terms have been annotated

1. Introduction
Ontologies are now widely used for representing and

structuring knowledge. Their many applications have made
necessary the availability of tools for rapid construction and
tuning of ontologies to different domains. They are increas-
ingly used in areas such as Natural Language Processing or
Knowledge Representation. However, we find that, con-
trary to well-established tasks such as Information Extrac-
tion or Information Retrieval, the different systems for au-
tomatic Ontology Learning are not compared to each other,
mainly because there is no standard metric or task to do
so. Every one learns different aspects of the ontology itself,
uses different metrics for evaluation; and there is no bench-
mark corpora or competition tasks from which to compare
them objectively.

We describe here a work for building a benchmark cor-
pus so that algorithms for extending lexical ontologies can
be objectively compared to each other. Section 2 con-
tains an introduction of Ontology Learning and some re-
lated work in the field. Next, in section 3, we define of
the task we are addressing, by restricting it to the particular
case of adding new concepts to an existing ontology; we
present here the design criteria that we have followed for
constructing the benchmark corpus, and the proposed met-
rics for evaluation. Section 4 describes how the corpus has
been built; and, finally, section 5 describes the conclusions
of our work.

2. Ontology Learning
Ontology learning is the task of automatically gener-

ating a new ontology, or extending an existing one. Ac-
cording to the data from which the ontology is induced, we
can classify the different approaches in the following three
classes:

� Learning from structured data. Structured or semi-
structured data, such as Machine-Readable Dictionar-
ies (MRD) have been used to automatically induce

ontological relationships, either from mono-lingual
dictionaries (Wilks et al., 1996; Grefenstette, 1993;
Rigau, 1998), or from bilingual MRDs, for translat-
ing lexical ontologies across languages (Rigau, 1998).
There are MRDs electronically available for research
purposes and the information they contain is struc-
tured enough to produce an ontology.

� Learning from unstructured data. There is infor-
mation that cannot be obtained from a MRD, such as a
classification of proper nouns. Gazetteers containing
names of people and locations can be useful, but easily
become out-of-date. Therefore, it can be necessary to
process unrestricted texts in order to classify unknown
proper nouns.

� Learning from both resources. As expected, good
results can also be obtained by processing both from
dictionary definitions and unrestricted texts (Kietz et
al., 2000).

According to the task that is addressed, we can distin-
guish three different types of Ontology Learning (Maedche
and Staab, 2001):

� Ontology Building consists in generating an ontology
from scratch, e.g. by clustering concepts (Faure and
N édellec, 1998)

� Ontology Merging consists in putting together sev-
eral ontologies, identifying which nodes refer to the
same concepts, and finding the relationships between
the nodes from different ontologies (Roventini et al.,
2002).

� Ontology Refinement (OR) is the adaptation of an ex-
isting ontology to a specific domain or the needs of a
particular user. It can be divided in two sub-steps: re-
moving the concepts that are irrelevant for that domain
or user, and adding new domain-specific concepts.



Approach Method Ontology Corpus

Hearst (1992) Det. WordNet (Miller, 1995)
Grolier’s Academic
American Encyclopedia

Kietz et al. (2000) Det. GermaNet corporate intranet

Alfonseca and Manandhar (2002) Det. WordNet The Lord of the Rings
(Tolkien, 1968)

Hastings (1994) Non-det.
LINK hierarchy (Lytinen,
1991)

newswire articles

Hahn and Schnattinger (1998) Non-det.
KL-ONE Terminological
Knowledge Base (Woods
and Schmolze, 1992)

I.T. magazines

Table 1: Comparison of different approaches for General Named Entity Identification

Hereon, we shall focus on the OR sub-step that consists
in extending an ontology with new concepts, a task that Al-
fonseca and Manandhar (2002) called General Named En-
tity Identification. We can distinguish two subtasks:

� Locating the relevant new terms. For example, one
can consider that the relevant terms for a domain are
those that have a higher frequency in any text from that
domain than in general-purpose texts.

� Placing them into the ontology, for instance, by indi-
cating which are their maximally specific generalisa-
tions, amongst the concepts that are already inside the
ontology.

We have classified reported work in this field in two
main groups: deterministic and non-deterministic systems.

Deterministic systems are those that provide, for each
unknown concept, one or several generalisations taken from
the ontology, all of which are supposedly correct.

One of these systems, described by Hearst (1998), ex-
tended the WordNet lexical ontology (Miller, 1995). Using
the standard terminology, when a concept � is a general-
isation of a concept

�
, we say that � is a hypernym of

�
and that

�
is a hyponym of � . The approach followed by

Hearst consists in finding regular-expression patterns from
free texts by looking at pairs of (hypernym, hyponym) that
co-occur in the same sentence, and then these patterns are
used to learn new relations for extending WordNet. For ex-
ample, the sentence (1) can be used to find that the pattern
such NPs as � NP, � * NP usually states a hypernymy
relation. However, he notes that these extracted relations
contain a large number of mistakes.

(1) ...works by such authors as Herrick, Goldsmith and
Shakespeare...

Kietz et al. (2000) applied similar hand-coded patterns
for extending GermaNet (a German equivalent of WordNet)
with concepts from a corporate intranet, and quantified the
error rate in 32%. Therefore, there are two main drawbacks
that have to be settled:

1. Unknown concepts that never appear in one of the ex-
pected patters cannot be classified.

2. The high error rate implies that it is necessary that a
user validates the program output.

We recently described other deterministic algorithm
to extend an ontology with domain-specific concepts ex-
tracted from specific texts (Alfonseca and Manandhar,
2002). Our system performs a top-down search through
the ontology, selecting at each step the specialisation whose
context words are more similar to the context words of
the new concepts. This algorithm has been applied to ex-
tend WordNet with concepts extracted from The Lord of the
Rings (Tolkien, 1968).

Non-deterministic systems, on the other hand, provide a
set of likely candidate hypernyms amongst which there are
some that are correct.

On of such systems, Camille, was built by Hastings
(1994). In Camille, there are some concept ontologies for
nouns and verbs about the terrorist domain, and the verbs
are annotated with selectional preferences, e.g. the object
of arson is known to be a building, and the object of kill is
known to be an animate being.

If we have an unknown word � , initially, every concept
in the ontology is a possible hypernym, i.e. the hypothesis
space is the whole ontology. If, for instance, � was found
being the direct object of arson, we would have evidence in
favour of it being classified as a building, whilst at the same
time animated being and all its specialisations can be ruled
out from the hypothesis space. Finally, the set of resulting
hypotheses is provided as result. A very similar approach
was taken by Hahn and Schnattinger (1998). He used an
ontology about electronic devices, and the constraints were
as well about verbal selectional restrictions.

The difference between non-deterministic and deter-
ministic systems is that the first provide the whole set of hy-
potheses that could be valid, from the evidence given in the
text corpora, and do not try to guess which ones of these hy-
potheses are correct and which are incorrect. On the other
hand, deterministic systems such as the one described by



entity� � � � � � � � �
�����������

location being, organism� � � � �
�����

person parasite animal

body of water� ���
ocean river

���
	 lice� �
	 � parasite � animal ��� 	 lice� ��� 	 � parasite � animal �� � � 	 � parasite � *person �� � � 	 � *location � *body of water �

Figure 1: Example of taxonomy, an unknown relevant concept ��� , its correct generalisations � � and the generalisations
proposed by three hypothetical algorithms

� ��� .

Alfonseca and Manandhar (2002) sometimes have to do a
wild guess when the evidence from the texts is scant.

Table 1 shows a summary of the related work, the on-
tologies used and the corpora from which they have ex-
tracted the new concepts.

3. Task description and settings
Let us suppose that we have a set of domain-specific

documents � , containing some unknown concepts and in-
stances ��	 � � � � � � ��� � � � ��� � , and an ontology � .
General Named Entity (GNE) Identification is the task that
consists in finding, for every unknown concept or instance

��� found in a text, its maximally specific generalisations
� ��� � � � ��� � � � � � � .

As can be observed, the task is similar to the IE task
Named Entity Identification, in which unknown words have
to be classified as people, locations, organisations, or any of
a set of pre-defined classes. GNE identification is a more
ambitious task, where the classes in which unknown words
have to be classified are not specified beforehand; instead,
these classes are organised as an ontology, and the classifi-
cation system has to be able to handle different ontologies
containing many possible kinds of information.

To properly compare ontology learning algorithms, we
need to fix previously the training and test data, and a suit-
able evaluation metric.

3.1. Training data

The learning algorithms will most likely need two re-
sources:

� An existing ontology. We have chosen WordNet 1.7,
because there is no consensus in the existing literature,
and WordNet is one of the most widely used.

� A text collection that can be used either by automatic
procedures or to test hand-crafted methods to train the
system. For example, Hearst (1992) used as train-
ing data the texts where he looked for co-occurring
pairs of hypernyms and hyponyms, in order to find the
word patterns. In the approach taken by Alfonseca and
Manandhar (2002), the training data is used to gener-
ate, for every concept in the ontology, the set of con-
text words that can appear in its neighbourhood. Those
sets of context words will be compared to the context
of new concepts in order to decide how to classify and
introduce them into the ontology.

Ideally, the text collection need to be fixed so different
algorithms can be compared objectively, but given the
vastness of the Internet it is plausible that fixing the
document bank may not be that essential, if search en-
gines are used to find relevant documents on Internet.

3.2. Test data

The ideal properties of the test data are the following:

� It must be domain-specific.

� It must contain concepts and instances not present in
WordNet, so they can be learnt.

We have annotated two collections of texts to be used
as test corpora: a portion of the Wall Street Journal corpus
from the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993), about the
economics domain, and Homer’s The Iliad, a mythologi-
cal text. Both are easily available for research purposes,
and the first one has the added value that it has been used
as benchmark corpus for many other tasks in Natural Lan-
guage Processing.

3.3. Evaluation metrics

Let us suppose that we have a set of unknown concepts
that appear in the test set and are relevant for an specific do-
main: �!	 � � � � � � ��� � � � ��� � . A human annotator has spec-
ified, for each unknown concept �"� , its maximally specific
generalisations from the ontology: #��
	 � � �%$ � ��� � � � � �%$ &(' � .

Let’s suppose that an algorithm decided that the un-
known concepts that are relevant are )*	 � +� � �� ��� � � � -, � .
For each �� , the algorithm has to provide a list of max-
imally specific generalisations from the ontology: . � 	

� � � $ � � � � $ � ��� � � � � � $ /�0 � .
For illustration, let us consider the ontology in Fig-

ure 1. Let us suppose that the word lice, appearing in some
domain-specific texts, is relevant enough, and therefore a
human annotator has labelled it as � � and has decided that
its maximally specific generalisations are those in the set� � . Let us suppose that three different automatic classifiers
have also decided that it is a relevant concept, have anno-
tated it as  � and have chosen as generalisations the sets� ��� , � � � and

� � � , respectively. We need evaluation metrics
that show that the first algorithm is better than the second,
which is itself better than the third one.

The following metrics have been taken, with small mod-
ifications, from Hastings (1994).



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Learning accuracy in three different cases. (a) When the proposed concept is correct, but too general. (b) When the proposed
concept is incorrect. (c) When there are different ways to compute Learning Accuracy.

Accuracy calculates the percentage of the proposed hy-
pernyms that are correct:

� � ��� � �� 	
���	��
����� ��� 
 �� � ����
 ��� ������� ��� . � � (1)

Parsimony is the percentage of concepts for which the
set of correct generalisations is equal to the set of suggested
generalisations:

� ��� ������� � � 	
� � � ��� � � 	  �! . � 	 # � � �� � � (2)

Recall is a weaker measure than parsimony. It mea-
sures, from the relevant domain-specific concepts (� ), the
percentage that were correctly identified as relevant and
next correctly classified. We say that a concept was cor-
rectly classified if at least one of its hypernyms was found.

" 
  �#$# 	 � � � ��� � � 	  �! �% �'& # � such that �'& . � � �� � � (3)

Precision measures, from the chosen concepts, the per-
centage that were correctly classified in the ontology:

� � 
 ��(���	� � 	
� �  � �  �
	 � �  # � 	 . � � �� ) � (4)

Production is the mean number of hypothesis gener-
ated for each unknown concept.� � �*) � ��	�	� � 	

+� ) � , � � . � � (5)

While the first four metrics have to be as high as possi-
ble, production is more a descriptive metric. As the other
metrics approach 1, production will approach the mean
number of hypernyms that the human annotator chose for
each domain-specific concept,

�- ./- � �0� # � � .
3.4. Distance-based evaluation metrics

When � . � � 	 � # � � 	 +
, it is possible to calculate

how large is the distance, in the ontology, between the pro-
posed hypernym and the correct one, using the metric called
Learning Accuracy (Hahn and Schnattinger, 1998). Let us
suppose that the target answer for classifying the unknown
concept � � is � � , and the system returns the concept 1 � . Let
us call �� the lowest concept that is a hypernym of both �+�
and 1 � . If we call � � � , 2 � � and 3 � � the lengths of the

shortest paths from the top of the hierarchy to  � , � � and 1 � ,
respectively; and 4 � � the distance between �� and 1 � , then
the Learning Accuracy for � � is

5 � � 	
678 79;:=< 0>

< 0
if 1 � 	 ��

:=< 0?
< 0

if 1 � 	 � �
:=< 0?
< 0$@BA < 0

otherwise

(6)

The overall learning accuracy is the mean of the computed
values: 5 � 	

,
�DC�E �GF F F ��H

5 � �� (7)

Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the value of the learning accuracy
in two different cases. If the output is correct, Learning
Accuracy will have a value of 1.

Because WordNet is not a tree, i.e. a synset can have
more than one hypernym, it may be the case that there are
several ways to calculate Learning Accuracy, such as that
in Figure 2 (c). We have redefined LA as the maximum of
all of them, which corresponds to the shortest path between� � and 1 � . Therefore, LA in the example displayed would
be 0.6.

However, Learning Accuracy does not take into account
that the conceptual distance between a parent node and a
child node in an ontology is not constant. For example, in
WordNet we find that entity is the parent of location; and
womaniser is the parent of Don Juan. It is evident that the
distances expressed by these relationships are different, as
the last two concepts are much more related to each other.

Using the studies from Resnik (1993), we can calculate
the Information Content for a concept � in an ontology as
the negative log likelihood IJ# � ���K����� . Therefore, the sim-
ilarity of the two concepts � � and 1 � can be defined as the
Information Content they share, i.e. the maximum of the In-
formation Contents of the common generalisations  � . We
can calculate the following metrics:

�ML�N�(� 	 L�O� ���� represents the amount of Information
Content that was correctly found.

�ML� 2 � 	 L�O��� ��� I L�O� ���� is the amount of Information
Content that was not found.

�ML� 3 � 	 L�O� 1 ��� I L�O� ���� is the amount of Informa-
tion Content that was erroneously guessed.



entity
0� � � � � � � � � �

������������
location

1,83
being, organism

0,45� � ����
person
1,14

womaniser
2,12

Don Juan
2,53

animal
1,61

body of water
1,61� � ����

sea
3,22

river
2,53

Figure 3: Example of taxonomy in which each node is la-
belled with its Information Content.

Concept Freq. Acc. Freq. I.C.
entity 0 25 0
location 4 4 1.83
being 3 16 0.45
water 2 5 1.61
person 5 8 1.14
animal 5 5 1.61
womaniser 1 3 2.12
Don Juan 2 2 2.53
sea 1 1 3.22
river 2 2 2.53

Table 2: The concepts in the taxonomy, a hypothetical fre-
quency for each concept, the results of adding up the fre-
quencies of a concept’s children, and the Information Con-
tent for every concept..

The aim is to maximise L�N� � and to minimise both L� 2 �
and L� 3 � . Therefore, an algorithm has to maximise the
following function:L�N�(� I L� 2 � I L� 3 � (8)

� � L�N� � L� 2"� L� 3 �
animal 1.61 0 0
*womaniser 0.45 1.16 1.67
*Don Juan 0.45 1.16 2.08
*location 0 1.61 1.83

Table 3: Possible generalisations suggested by a classifier,
and the values of the three metrics that take into account the
Information Content of each node in the ontology.

For example, if we have the ontology in figure 3, and
the concepts appear in the ontology with the frequencies
shown in table 2, then the Information Content for each
concept is the one shown in the figure. Therefore, if we are
classifying the new concept lice, which should be classified
under animal, the value of the metrics based on Information

Content for several possible outcomes of the classifier is
shown in Table 3.

4. Test corpora
As said before, the test corpora has been built from two

resources: a portion of The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) sec-
tion in the Penn Treebank, and The Iliad. These documents
have been pre-processed with the following tools:

� A tokeniser and a sentence-splitter written with regu-
lar expressions, in flex.

� The TnT part-of-speech tagger (Brants, 2000).

� A stemmer written in flex.

� Two chunkers written in Java, one for detecting base
Noun Phrases, and the other to detect complex verbs.
Both use transformation lists (Ramshaw and Marcus,
1995).

� A subject-verb and verb-object detector, written in
Java ad hoc.

Next, we automatically extracted all the common nouns
that were not in WordNet, together with all the sequences of
proper nouns. We annotated all of them in the WSJ corpus
with the expected hypernyms from WordNet; while in The
Iliad we only marked the ones with a frequency higher or
equal to 50.

These concepts were examined by hand, and classified
in some of the following classes:

� A known word with a spelling mistake.

� A previously unknown word. In this case, we identi-
fied the WordNet concepts that can be considered its
maximally specific generalisations of this word.

� A proper name already in WordNet. In this case, the
new concept was annotated with the WordNet synset
id.

Figure 4 shows an sample sentence from the corpus, the
annotation that it was given and the proposed classification
of the unknown concepts and all the proper nouns in the
sentence.

5. Conclusions and future work
We have observed that there is strong disagreement

about what is included in an Ontology Refinement task, and
how to evaluate it. Existing work use different training and
test data, ontologies and evaluation metrics. To address this
problem, we have built and freely distributed the following
framework:

1. A formal definition of the General Named Entity Iden-
tification task consisting in extending an ontology with
new concepts learnt from domain-specific texts. This
task can be considered an important subproblem inside
OR.

2. Several standard metrics to evaluate it.



�
s id=”396” �

�
np det=”none” person=”3” number=”singular” id=”397” synsetId=”n.wsj.00000033” �

�
w c=”w” abbreviation=”yes” pos=”NNP” stem=”Dr” id=”398” � Dr. �

/w �
�

w c=”w” pos=”NNP” stem=”Talcott” head=”yes” id=”399” � Talcott �
/w �

�
/np �

�
vbar time=”past” tense=”finite” id=”400” subject=”397” head=”yes” args=”+19947” �

�
w c=”w” pos=”VBD” stem=”lead” lexhead=”yes” head=”yes” id=”401” � led �

/w �
�

/vbar �
�

np id=”19947” conjunction=”yes” �
�

np id=”19945” conjunction=”yes” head=”yes” �
�

np det=”indefinite” person=”3” number=”singular” id=”402” head=”yes” �
�

w c=”w” pos=”DT” id=”403” � a �
/w �

�
w c=”w” pos=”NN” stem=”team” head=”yes” id=”404” � team �

/w �
�

/np �
�

pp id=”19939” �
�

w c=”w” pos=”IN” id=”405” head=”yes” � of �
/w �

�
np det=”none” person=”3” number=”plural” id=”406” �

�
w c=”w” pos=”NNS” stem=”researcher” head=”yes” id=”407” � researchers �

/w �
�

/np �
�

/pp �
�

pp id=”19941” �
�

w c=”w” pos=”IN” id=”408” head=”yes” � from �
/w �

�
np det=”definite” person=”3” number=”singular” id=”409” �

�
w c=”w” pos=”DT” id=”410” � the �

/w �
�

np id=”22124” synsetId=”n.wsj.00000124” �
�

w c=”w” pos=”NNP” stem=”National” id=”411” � National �
/w �

�
w c=”w” pos=”NNP” stem=”Cancer” id=”412” � Cancer �

/w �
�

w c=”w” pos=”NNP” stem=”Institute” head=”yes” id=”413” � Institute �
/w �

�
/np �

�
/np �

�
/pp �

�
w c=”w” pos=”CC” id=”414” � and �

/w �
�

np det=”definite” person=”3” number=”plural” id=”415” head=”yes” �
�

w c=”w” pos=”DT” id=”416” � the �
/w �

�
w c=”w” pos=”JJ” id=”417” � medical �

/w �
�

w c=”w” pos=”NNS” stem=”school” head=”yes” id=”418” � schools �
/w �

�
/np �

�
pp id=”19943” �

�
w c=”w” pos=”IN” id=”419” head=”yes” � of �

/w �
�

np det=”none” person=”3” number=”singular” id=”420” synsetId=”n.wsj.00000369” �
�

w c=”w” pos=”NNP” stem=”Harvard” id=”421” � Harvard �
/w �

�
w c=”w” pos=”NNP” stem=”University” head=”yes” id=”422” � University �

/w �
�

/np �
�

/pp �
�

/np �
�

w c=”w” pos=”CC” id=”423” � and �
/w �

�
np det=”none” person=”3” number=”singular” id=”424” head=”yes” synsetId=”n.wsj.00000382” �

�
w c=”w” pos=”NNP” stem=”Boston” id=”425” � Boston �

/w �
�

w c=”w” pos=”NNP” stem=”University” head=”yes” id=”426” � University �
/w �

�
/np �

�
/np �

�
/s �

Synset id Words Hypernyms
n.wsj.00000033 James A. Talcott, Dr. Talcott man, researcher, oncologist
n.wsj.00000124 National Cancer Institute institute, hospital
n.wsj.00000369 Harvard University already in WordNet
n.wsj.00000382 Boston University university

Figure 4: Example of sentence annotated. All the processing was done automatically, and we only revised the co-reference
of the unknown concepts and annotated the proposed generalisations from WordNet. As can be seen, our automatic parser
sometimes fails when parsing conjunctions and when deciding PP-attachment. There are four concepts marked in this
sentence, and their annotation is provided in the table.



3. A benchmark test corpus, consisting in financial texts
taken from the Wall Street Journal corpus from the
Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) and mythologi-
cal texts from Homer’s The Iliad.

This work does not attempt to evaluate learning of non-
taxonomic relations (e.g. meronymy, holonymy, telic, etc.),
but we believe that similar evaluation metrics could be used
(Maedche and Staab, 2000). Further work can be done on
this topic.
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